Abstract. For an element x in a Banach algebra we study the condition (1) sup |jr"|| < oo.
1. Introduction. Conditions similar to (1) and consequences of it appear in a number of contexts in analysis. For example, it is known [32] , [8, pp. 221-222] that if A' is a Banach [Hubert] space and G is a uniformly bounded, commutative group of operators on X, then there exists an equivalent [Hubert] norm on X under which every element of G is an isometry. (1) and its consequence, the boundedness of the sequence yn -n'1 23xk, form one of the bases of ergodic theory (see [9, pp. 660 ff] ). In the analytical theory of semigroups it is shown, via the Hille-Yosida-Phillips Theorem [9, p. 624] , that the infinitesimal generators of semigroups of operators give rise to families of operators, parameterized by a real parameter A, which satisfy (1) uniformly in A. Finally, we mention the stability of linear, finite-difference approximations to the solution of an initial-value problem in partial differential equations ; we refer the reader to [23] for details.
(1.1) Notation. Given a Banach algebra A and xeA we shall denote the spectrum of jc in A by spA (x), the spectral radius of x by r(x), the resolvent of x at A ^ spA (x) by P(A, x), and the closed subalgebra of A generated by x (and the identity of A if it exists) as A(x). If A is commutative, JtA will denote its maximal ideal space. Let Ae = A if A has an identity, and if not let Ae be the algebra A with the identity adjoined. All algebras will be assumed complex. If A1 is a Banach space, B(X) is the Banach algebra of bounded operators on X. Let the set of elements in A which satisfy (1) be 38(A).
If /is a bounded complex-valued function on a set X and P<= X, let \\f\\x = supX6Z |/(jc)|, E' = X\E, and xe be the characteristic function of the set E. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, denote by C(X), C0(X), and C00iX) the space of bounded complex-valued continuous functions on X, the space of functions in C(X) which vanish at infinity, and the continuous functions with compact support in X, respectively.
For further standard notation and results on operator theory and the general theory of Banach algebras we shall follow [9] , [17] , [21] , or [24] .
(1.2) Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra.
(i) SS(A) is a balanced set. If x,y eSS(A) and xy=yx, and if0<cc<l, then ax+(l -a)y e S8(A). Thus if A is commutative 36(A) is convex. (ii) If x,ye3S(A) and xy=yx, then xyeSê(A). Hence 3S(A) is closed under multiplication if A is commutative.
(iii) Ifxne 38(A) for some positive integer n, then x e 38(A).
(iv) Every element of 3S(A) has spectral radius at most one. Proof. @iA) is clearly balanced. Let x,ye38iA), say ||xn||^M, ||jn||^7Y, n=l, 2,..., with xy=yx, and let 0<a<l. Then ||(«je + (l-a)y|| £ccnM+ 2 (^-Al-afMN+il-aYN Ú MN 2 (¿)«n~ *(!-«)" = MN.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This says oa:4-(l -<*)>> 6 38(A), and (i) is proven.
(ii) is obvious, as are (iv) and (v) . Suppose that xne 38(A), say |xnfc||^M, k=l, 2,..., and let Af=max1Sp<n \\x"\\. Then for «j = l, 2,... we have m=nk+p with 0úp<n, so ||xm|| = \\xnk + v\\ ú \\xnk\\ \xp\\úMN, giving (iii).
Let x e 38(A). If x has spectral radius less than one, then by the continuity of the spectrum [24, Theorem 1.6.16, pp. [35] [36] there is a neighborhood of x all of whose elements have spectral radius less than one and are thus in 38(A) by (v) . For x with spectral radius 1 and e>0, (1 -¿)x has spectral radius (1 -e)< 1 and hence is in the interior of 38(A). (vi) now follows from (iv). We have shown, in fact, that the closure of the interior of 38(A) consists of all elements of A with spectral radius at most one, and this gives the first half of (vii). The other half follows, again, from the continuity of the spectrum, (iv) and (v).
Remark. There are, of course, many algebras A in which 38(A) is closed. 38(A) is open if A is a radical algebra; some less trivial examples where 38(A) is open are given in §4.
(1.3) Let Ai be the algebra of all functions /(z)=2™=i onzn analytic on the interior of the closed unit disc D in the complex plane and satisfying |[/||i = 2"=i|a"|<oo (whence fis a continuous function on D). Ai is a Banach algebra under this norm, and J(Al u {0} is identified with D by point-evaluations. We now note that Ax "operates" on 38(A).
Proposition. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and x e 38(A). Then there is a unique, bounded algebra homomorphism H: Ax^-A such that (i) (HfjT=f° x,fe Ai, i.e., x is the adjoint of H.
(ii) \\H\\=m(x) = supn±i ||xn||.
Every bounded homomorphism from Ai to A satisfies (i) and (ii) for some x e 38(A).
Proof. If x e 38(A), let H be defined as follows (2) Hf= 2 anx\ if/(z)= f anz»eAx.
n=l n=l Then \\Hf\\S2,n=i fa\ \\xn\\ ^m(x)\\f\\x, so the series (2) is absolutely convergent in A, and H is a well-defined algebra homomorphism with \\H\\ im(r). Since
Hzn=xn and |z*|i=»l, »=1,2,..., we have \\H\\=m(x). For MeJfA,x(M) e D by (1.2.iv), and (HfT(M) = 2 anx(M)" =f(x(M)), feAx.
= 1
H is unique because it is determined by Hz=x. And if H: Ax -*■ A is any homomorphism and x=Hz, then ||xn|| g \\H\\, «= 1, 2,..., and H satisfies (2) for this x.
2. Some spectral conditions related to 38(A). Our goal in this section is to prove, in a somewhat more general form, that a compact linear operator T on a Banach space X is in £%(B(X)) if and only if r(T) ^ 1 and each eigenvalue of T of unit modulus is simple (2) . The following is a well-known corollary of [24, Theorem 1.6.12, p. 33]. We let Eis denote the set of isolated points of a subset E of the complex plane, and BE denotes the boundary of E.
(2.1) Lemma. Let B be a closed subalgebra of the Banach algebra A. Then for xeB, (i) spA (x) n {z : \z\ = r(x)} = spB (x) n {z : \z\ =r(x)}.
(ii) [spB (x)r=[spA (x)r n 8 spB (x).
(2.2) Lemma. Let A be a Banach algebra and xe A. Suppose that ®K*)*l,
is a semisimple algebra, where eg is the spectral projection corresponding to the spectral set spA (x) n 3D. Then x e 38(A)..
Proof. We may assume that A has an identity e. By (2.1), (ii) is satisfied with s\)A(x) replaced by spMx)(x). We may thus assume that A=A(x), which is, of course, commutative.
If r(x)<l, then xe38(A) by (1.2.v). If r(x)=l, let sp¿ (x) n dD={Xx,..., An} and let F=spA (x)\{Xx,..., An}. Let et be the spectral projection corresponding to the point A¡, i=l,..., «, and e0 the one corresponding to P. Then ex+ ■ ■ ■ + en = ee, es + e0 = e, and eiej -8ijet, i,j=0,...,«.
By the semisimplicity of the ideal A(xe¿) = A(x)es in A, we have jce¡ = V¡> í=l,..
.* «• And r(xe0) = supAef |A|<1, so that xe0 e 38(A). Thus (2.4) Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra, let xeA satisfying (2.2.i) and (2.2.H), and suppose that each point of spA (x) n 3D is a pole of R(X, x). Then using the notation established in (2.2), the following are equivalent:
(iii) A(xee) is semisimple.
(iv) xet = \et,i=l,...,n.
(v) P(A, x) has a simple pole at A¡, /"= 1,..., n.
(vi) For some C>0, \\Rfax)\\ ^C(IAI-l)"1, |A|>1.
(vii) x e 38(A). 
Thus x0 e C0(Jf¡) implies that ||x01|^; < 1, and since x0 e I we have x0 e 38(A) by (1.2.v). And x0 = xm on U0. Now, referring to (3.1) îe contains a partition of unity subordinate to the covering {U0, Ui,..., Un} ofJij such that ax,..., an e I. Also, there is no loss of generality in assuming here that A has an identity, so that Ie<=A. We may now apply (3.2) to this partition of unity and the elements x0, xx,..., x% and conclude that xm e 38(A), whence x e 38(A) by (1.2.iii). Proof. Suppose first that |J?|=al. Since x is extreme in the unit ball of C(J(A), it follows that if ye A such that x±ye 38(A), then y=0. Thus y=0, and x is extreme.
Conversely, suppose x is extreme in 38(A) and |Jc(Af0)| < 1 for some M0 eJ(A. By the regularity of A we can find y e A such that j>(A/0)^0, y = 0 on a neighborhood of Ex, and \x(M)±y(M)\ < 1 if M $ Ex. Thus (3.4) applies to x and x±y, and we conclude that x ± y e 38(A), a contradiction.
4. The growth rates of iterates. For a semisimple commutative Banach algebra A with discrete maximal ideal space we showed in (2.4) that any x e A is in 38(A) unless the powers of x grow exponentially to infinity. In this section we recall a class of algebras which serve to show that the rate at which the norms of powers of an element in a Banach algebra grow to infinity may be chosen essentially arbitrarily. In particular, it will follow that this sequence of powers may be made to grow to infinity "more slowly" than any preassigned sequence of numbers. This same class of algebras also provide us with the examples promised in the Remark of (1.2) above. Proposition. There exists a commutative, semisimple Banach algebra An with the property that for every w e Q. there is an x e Aa such that \xn\ =w(n),n=l, 2,....
Proof. For a> e Q, \\zn\\lû = oj(n), «=1,2,-If we let ^" = 0 J,aen Aa, the normed full direct sum of the algebras Aa, then An is semisimple and has the desired properties. 5. Measures on locally compact abelian groups. (5.1) Notation. On a locally compact group G, M(G) is the convolution algebra of finite, complex, regular Borel measures on G, the convolution of p, v e M(G) being written p * v. M(G) is a Banach algebra under the total-variation norm; it contains as closed ideals the algebra LX(G) of measures absolutely continuous with respect to (left) Haar measure on G (which we shall equate with the Borel-measurable functions integrable with respect to Haar measure) and the algebra MC(G) of continuous measures on G. Haar measure on G will be denoted by AG, or A if G is understood. pd is the discrete part of a measure on G, and the measure with mass one at the point x e G will be written Sx ; in particular, Se, where e is the identity of G, is the identity of the algebra M(G).
If G contains a closed normal subgroup H and if n: G -> G\H is the natural homomorphism, we shall always assume that the Haar measures on G, H, and G\H are normalized so that
where />(*))
We shall also assume that Haar measures on compact groups are chosen to have total mass one and on discrete groups so that each point has mass one.
For a function / defined on G letfx be the function given by fx(y)=f(x~xy), y e G, and let
Also, for p. e M(G) and x e G let px be the measure px(E)=p(x~xE), E<= G. If G is a locally compact abelian group, we will use additive notation on G. The character group of G will be called Y, and the value of the character y at the point x e G is written (x, y). Of course, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure P e M(G) is denoted by p., and the groups Z, R, and T have their usual meaning. GB is our notation for the Bohr compactification of G, i.e., the character group of rd, the group Y with the discrete topology. We shall assume that AG and Ar are normalized so that the inversion formula [27, Theorem 1.5.1] holds. For further standard notation and results we refer to [15] , [21] , [26] and [36] .
Finally, for any locally compact G set 38(M(G))=38(G), and if G is abelian and P e M(G) such that \p\v^ 1 we define Eu in accord with (4) for the case A = M (G) and I=LX(G) as
If x is in the center of a group G and p e 38(G), then px = 8X * p. e 38(G) by (1.2.ii). Furthermore, if y is a character of G and pe 38(G), then y pe 38(G) since multiplication by y is an isometric isomorphism of M(G) with itself. (5.2) We shall now mention two applications of our earlier results to measures on abelian groups; nonabelian groups will be dealt with in §8. The first is a direct application of (2.3). |£| is the cardinality of a set E.
Theorem. Let G be a compact abelian group and feV(G), lá/><oo. 6. The study of 38(G). We begin this section with our main theorem on locally compact abelian groups, a necessary condition (6.2) for a set P<= r to be of the form E" and for a function on E to be the restriction of ß, for some p e 38(G). In particular, we may conclude from this description that the measures p. e 38(G) with Eu # 0 are a relatively small subset of the set of measures p. e M(G) satisfying ||/2||r=l. A number of applications of this theorem follow, including a rather unsatisfying characterization of 31(G), and we conclude with some results on a certain lifting problem.
Recall Proof. We may consider jiasa measure on GB, in fact an element of 38(GB), in the usual way. Lemma (6.1 ) then implies that as a subset of YdEß = SX u • • • u SN as in (6) and that there are affine maps <£,: Aj0 ->■ Tsuch that fi=<f>j on S},j-l,..., «. Now, Eu is closed since fi is continuous, so £M = Sx u ■ • ■ u Sn. Let Ek = Sk, k= 1,..., «. Then it was shown in [10] , [28] that each of the Ek has the form (6) as a subset of Y. Moreover, in defining the S, we may assume that for each / and each z'^1 A{ has infinite index in A¿ (in the obvious sense). It then follows (see [7, p. 223] ) that since fi is continuous each <f>¿ is uniformly continuous on A'0 and hence can be extended to a continuous affine map <£;: A¿ ->-T. It is clear that such a map is merely a character of Y multiplied by a unimodular constant; for the homomorphism associated with the map <¡>¡ is just a character on a closed subgroup of T, which can be extended to a character of Y, giving <£, the form (iii) by Pontryagin duality. Since fi = <fk on Ek, the theorem is proved. (ii) Let v=c8x * pi.* ß, and it is clear that v has the required properties for (ii).
(6.4) Corollary. Let fe LAG) n 38(G). Then E, and f\E, are as described in (6.2) with each Ek being a compact coset in Y.
Proof. Forfe LAG) E, is compact. It was shown in [28, Corollary (1.8)] that a compact subset of 32(G) is a finite union of compact cosets.
(6.5) Corollary. Let G be connected andfe LAG) n @(G). Then E¡ is finite.
Proof. If G is connected Y is topologically isomorphic with Rn x P, where « is a nonnegative integer and Pis a discrete torsion-free abelian group [15, Corollary (24.35), p. 390]. Since E¡ is compact there is a finite set {yx,..., yk}^F such that EfcRnx{yx,..., yk}. Since F is torsion free, the group generated by yx,..., yk is isomorphic with Zm for some nonnegative integer m. Thus E, may be considered as a member of 32(Rn x Zm). The result now follows from (6.4) and the fact that the only compact subgroup of Rn x Zm is {0}. Proof. Let -n be the idempotent in M(GB) such that í¡=xeu-Then as shown in the proof of (6.1), if tj^O then ||ij|| = 1. Whence En is a coset in T. Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold, and let H be the annihilator of A in G, a compact open subgroup of G. Assume that AG is chosen so that XG(H) = || \h | i = I > so xh = Xa-It follows that we may write/=g + «, where g, h eLx(G), g * « = 0, g has the form (7), and ||«||r< 1. Thus/e 38(G) (cf. (2.3)).
(6.9) Example. Let G denote Z(p°°) or the additive structure of the />-adic number field Qp, for some prime/?. Let/eLX(G) such that ||/||r^ 1,/is piecewise affine on E, e 38(Y), and E, is perfect. Then/e 38(G). Proof. This is easily recognized as a variant of (3.5). Remark. It is interesting to compare this result with the well-known facts that the extreme points of the unit ball of M(G) are just the unimodular multiples of point-masses, and hence if G is nondiscrete the unit ball of LX(G) has no extreme points. Proof. Let dv(x) = (-x,y0) dpfa) and a=v*v. Then ô(y) = \v(y)\2=\fi(y+y0)\2 = 1, y e A. Let H be the annihilator of A in G. Then the map of M(G) onto M(G/H) (which restricts Fourier-Stieltjes transforms) induced by the natural map of G onto G/H maps o-to S0. Thus \<r\(H) ^ So({0}) = 1. Since T/A is compact H is discrete, so ad^0. Now, ad=vd * vd, so vd^0; and dvd(x) = (-x, y0)dpd(x), whence (6.12) Corollary.
Let G = Ror Tandpe MC(G) n @(G). Then Eu is finite. Proof. For notational purposes let us assume the hypothesis holds for all «. Let vbea weak-* limit point of ((p * /x)")"=1, all of which have support contained in the compact set K-K=K*.
Since y\K* e C(K*), yeY,we have v(y) = lim |A(y)l2n = XeAy), , i= 1, 2,. .., the sequence of wx has a convergent subnet, say wa^y. And since C]x Wt<^Ç\x V, = Hand every subnet of (wt)j°=x must ultimately be in every Wt, we see that yeH. Thus x=limaTT(wa)=Tr(y) = eGIH, and we have {eGIH} = C\f Uu so G/H is metrizable [15, Theorem (8.5) , pp. 70-71].
The converse is obvious. (6.18) Definition. Let (7 be an abelian topological group, and let £ and F be closed sets in G. E and £ will be called uniformly separated if there is a neighborhood t/ of 0 such that (E+U) n F= 0. Notice that if F is a symmetric neighborhood of 0 such that V+ Fc U, then (£+ V) n (F+ V)=0. hold for £ and this V.
We may now treat the general case. Let F be a neighborhood of 0 such that (i) (Et+ V) n (E,+ V)= 0, iij; i,j=l, ...,N,
(ii) for each i there exists /*, e 38(G) such that EUi = E¡ and ßt(y) = 0,y $ E{+V. Let p=p.x+ ■ ■ ■ +p.N. It is clear that EU = E, and p,n=p,1 + ■ ■ ■ + PÛ, «=1, 2,..., so /x e 38(G).
Remark. We are unable to determine whether or not the hypothesis that the Pi are uniformly separated is necessary or not. For example, we do not know whether {(x, y)eT2 : x=0 or y=0} is in S(T2) or whether Z u aZ, a irrational, is in S(R), although both are closed sets in their respective coset rings.
We come now, after a lemma, to the characterization of 38(G) mentioned at the beginning of this section.
f fdp.n = f ■•• \ f(xx+--+xn)dp.(xx)-dp*(xn)^0
(iv) ¡Gfdpn -> 0 as n -> co for every fie C(G) that is the uniform limit of trigonometric polynomials of the form p(x) = 2 -yec CAX, y)- = 2 N l^n * vT(Yd\ < ¡=i giving \\f* p." * r)\\x<eM/2M+el2 = E, and (ii) follows. Given (ii), we may again conclude that (pn * -n)~(y) -> 0, y e Y, and a similar argument, this time requiring \\f-p\\G<e/2M, yields (i).
It is a well-known fact that the functions/which appear in (iii) are the same as those which appear in (iv) (see [21,38D,p. 155] ). Letfe C(G), and let g(x) =f( -x), xeG. Then (8) r fdp.n * y = r g(-x) dp.» * r,(x) = í r g(-x~y) ¿¿y) ^nw Ja Ja Ja Ja = J g*VÍ-x)dp.nix).
If h(x)=g * r¡( -x), x e G, then (9) Ky) = (g* r,r( -y)=gfa y)iX -y) = f(y)v( -y), yeY.
If (i) holds and/is as in (iii), then (9) implies that h=f; whence (iii) follows by (8) . Assume (iii) and let fe C(G). Then h satisfies the hypothesis of (iii), and (8) gives (i). (i) || fi || r iS 1, £tf e 3$(Y), and fi | £H is piecewise affine.
(ii) p satisfies one (and hence all) of the conditions in (6.21) with E= Y\EU and r¡ as in (6.21).
Proof. Suppose p e £%(G). We have shown that (i) holds. Let r¡ = xE-Then P * -q e 38(G) and [(p * rj)~(y)]n -> 0, yeY, so the only possible weak-* cluster point of the sequence ((p * v)n)n = i is 0. It follows that (6.21.i) holds. Now assume (i) and (6.21.i) holds, and let v=p-p*r¡.
Then pn=(p* r¡)n+vn, «=1,2,.... We remarked in the proof of (6.21) that p*-r¡e 38(G), while v has the form (7) and hence is in 38(G) as shown in (6.7). The lifting problem we referred to in the introduction to this section is the following one : Given H a closed subgroup of G and p e 38(G\H), does there exist v e 38(G) such that v maps to p in the usual way, i.e., such that v\ A=fi, A the annihilator of H in T ? If such a v exists we shall say that p can be lifted to 38(G). Of course, if Kc /fc G, K and H closed subgroups of G, and p e 38(G\H) can be lifted to ^(G), then p can be lifted to 38(G\K). For the remainder of this section A will denote the annihilator of the closed subgroup H of G. HyT = ¿(y)n0 -¿(y))n + 2 Ar)"j5(y -r)n, « = l, 2,..., y e r.
Thus k=fon A, and if T is metrizable Ek = Er. Since ||(g-g * a)~||r< 1, we have k e 38(LAG)) as in the proof of (2.2).
(6.28) Theorem. Let G be compactly generated. Then every f e 38(LAG\H)) can be lifted to 38(LAG)) so that Ev = Ef.
Proof. Fix fe38(LAG/H)). Suppose first that G = RpxZ" and Y = RpxT" for some nonnegative p and q. We may write A = Pr x Zs x T* x F for some Oár+i^/i, O^rúq, and Pa finite group, in such a way that Y may be written as r = Pp_r_s xP/xP'xP'xP«-' with Z'cff and F^T9'1. In particular, r=A1xA2, Ax and A2 being closed subgroups of Y, and there exists a discrete subgroup A3 of A2 such that A=A!xA3. If A3={0}, our theorem follows from (6.25). If not, we argue exactly as in (6.27) on A2 by choosing C/cA2 so that Eg<^Ax x U. We arrive at the definition kix) = k(xx, x2) = g(xx, x2)-g(xx, x2) * (a(x2) dX2) + 2 P(xi)(x2, T)ß(x2), a.e., Then dv = k dXG clearly satisfies all the requirements of our theorem.
7. Some differentiability conditions. We shall generalize the following theorem of Strang [31] to functions of several variables in order to obtain sufficient conditions for functions/eL^G), G noncompact, to be in 38(G).
Theorem. Let feL\Z) such that feC2(T), ||/||T = 1, and £/={ei9i,..., e*»}, -7T^ Ok^rr. Assume that for k= 1,..., n there are constants ak, yk, and mk, where ak e R, Re yk > 0, and mk is an even natural number, such that f(ew) e Cm* in a neighborhood of Q=6k and (io) yiry«+v) = ffa"*)exp[iake-ykem*(i +o(i))] as 0^0.
Thenfe38(Z). Thomée [33] has shown that in case/is analytic the conditions (10) are also necessary; in fact if/is analytic and does not behave as in (10) near every point of E¡ then ||/'l||1^Cna for some 0 < a < 1. For some generalizations of these results see [13] , [14] , and [34] , [29] , [30] .
To avoid confusion we shall write/" for the nth pointwise power of a function /on Rr and/(n> for the «th convolution power. Elements of G=Rr will be denoted by x and those of Y = Rr by y; d\ denotes ^¡dy). for each k and ix,..., ik, which when substituted in (12) completes the proof of (ii).
(7.3) Corollary. Let feLx(Rr) and suppose f satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma (7.2). Thenfe38(RJ).
Proof. By the inversion theorem and (7.2) we have (i) \fin)(x)faCn-rlm, xeR\
(ii) fa + xf™(x)\ Í Cnx>™, j=l,...,r;x = fa, ...,xr)e R'.
Adding the inequalities (ii) yields Cnllm C'nllm (13) \fn\x)\ í C" g fâ-r x e R>\{0}. Proof. This follows from an elementary compactness argument, once it is noticed that it suffices to obtain the result for y in the unit sphere of RK (7.5) Theorem. Let f e Lx(Rr), let mu ..., mk be even positive integers such that mx<m2< ■ ■ ■ <mk, and let 0 =50c51l=5'2cz ... czsk = {l,..., r}. Suppose fe Cm* n Cr + x(Rr), \f(y)\ < I if j/0, and in some neighborhood U ofO we have Suppose that for each v= 1, 2,..., N there is a neighborhood Uv of yv such that Ayy+y) has the form (14) on Uv and that fe Cm(v) n Cr+1 on C/v, where m(v) is the corresponding value of mk in (7.5). Then fie 38(Rr).
Proof. We may assume that the Uv are pairwise disjoint and that Uv=yv+ V for some neighborhood V of 0, v = 1,..., N. Choose </> e Coo(Rr) such that 0 ¿ </> ¿ 1, </> = 1 on a neighborhood of 0 and <f> = 0 off V. Then the functions gv e LARr) such that gAy) = <t>(y)Ayv+y) satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem, so g^e38(R'), v=l, ...,N. Let g(x) = J.x eixy>gAx) (a.e.). Then g e 38(RJ), g=f on a neighborhood of Ef, and |#O0| <\,yt E,. By (3.4), fe 38(K).
(7.7) Lemma. Let H be a discrete group with character group A. Let p be a positive integer and let P={(f1,..., £p) e T" : f¡= 1 for some i up}-Suppose f is a function defined on T"x A which vanishes on a neighborhood U of Fx A. Let g be defined on R"x A by g(xx,...,xp,y)=f(eixi,...,eix-,y) if 0 ¿ xt <. 2tt, i=l,...,p = 0 otherwise.
Then there exists u e LAZ" x H) with û=fif and only if there exists v e L1(PP x H) with v=g. Moreover, there exist constants cx and c2 depending only on U such that whenever u and v exist for some f as above we have \\ u || x <, cx \\ v || x <. c21| « || i.
Proof. The case/? = l and ^={0} is [26, Theorem 2.7.6, pp. 56-57]. The proof of our lemma is analogous, and we shall omit the details.
(7.8) Corollary. Let p and q be positive integers and G = Rpx Z". Letfe LX(G), and suppose f(xx,..., xv, eiai,..., ewi) satisfies the hypotheses of (1.6) onY = Rpx T".
Then fe 38(G).
Proof. The localization property allows us to consider only transforms g on Y with small supports S which, after translating, may be assumed to satisfy 8<x¡ <2tt -8, i=l,...,p, (Xi,..., xp, eiei,..., ewi) e S, for some 8>0. We can then apply (7.7) with H=Z" to consider g as a function on Tp + q and then apply it again with //={0} to consider g as a function on Rp+q. (7.6) now gives us our result.
Remark. Every locally compact abelian group G is the direct limit of its compactly generated subgroups, and the form of the extension of the corollary above to compactly generated groups (cf. (6.28)) and then to arbitrary noncompact G is clear (cf. [5] , [35] ). Of course, in light of (5.2) this result can be expected to have content only for groups G which are not the direct limit of their compact subgroups (i.e., when Y is not totally disconnected).
8. Unbounded powers in LX(G) and nonabelian groups. We showed in (5.2) that if G is compact and abelian then every feLx(G) with ||/||r^l is in 38(G). In this section we prove the converse of this result for a certain class of locally compact groups, namely that every G in this class for which the above condition on LX(G) is satisfied must be compact and abelian. We begin with an application of the results in §2. If G is compact and has the s.Lx-p.p., then G is abelian.
Proof. Since L2(G) is the orthogonal direct sum of full matrix algebras which are not all one-dimensional unless G is abelian (Peter-Weyl Theorem), this result follows easily from (8.1).
